Effects of glucose on phenol biodegradation by heterogeneous populations.
The effect of the presence of more easily degradable alternative carbon sources on the biodegradation of toxic waste components is of great practical importance. In this work, a mixed phenol/glucose waste was fed to two heterogeneous populations acclimated to different conditions: one was acclimated to phenol as a sole source of carbon and one to a mixed phenol/glucose substrate. Batch substrate utilization experiments were performed under both growth and nonproliferating (no medium nitrogen source) conditions in order to assess substrate removal patterns at the levels of enzyme production and enzyme function. The results indicated that the substrate removal pattern exhibited by the cells was significantly influenced by the acclimation characteristics of the culture. The phenol acclimated cells showed an initial preference for phenol, but the presence of glucose hindered phenol removal rate under both growth and nonproliferating conditions. The cells acclimated to the mixed phenol/glucose waste demonstrated rapid initial glucose removal with a slower concomitant utilization of phenol; acclimation to the mixed waste evidently had a significant impact on the substrate removal pattern for this mixed substrate system.